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ABSTRACT
Communication whether in verbal or written form is part of
our daily life. Hence, we as humans have developed a set
of skills that enable us to follow a discourse and extract im-
portant information from a text quite easily. For a machine,
however language understanding is a quite challenging prob-
lem and considered to be AI-complete, i.e. a machine must
reach human level intelligence in order to solve this task.
Recent developments, especially those forming the semantic
web, offer new ways of incorporating world knowledge into
natural language processing methods, while at the same time
progress made in the latter will help pushing the dream of
the global knowledge graph closer to reality. In this paper
we present CORVIDAE (Coreference Resolution Visual De-
velopment & Analysis Environment) a tool for NLP develop-
ers to analyse and eventually improve coreference resolution
algorithms specially designed for those that interact with
world knowledge.

1. INTRODUCTION
Coreference resolution (CR) is a subtask of informa-

tion extraction and describes the task of identifying all men-
tions in a given document and group those together that
refer to the same entity [18]. CR is one of the core tasks in
information extraction, making it a necessary preprocessing
step before other algorithms can be applied. It has been an
active field of research since the 1960s. Whereas research in
the early years of CR was dominated by heuristic approaches
built on computational theories of discourse [5, 6, 24], meth-
ods based on machine learning became more and more pop-
ular due to the broader availability and increased compu-
tational power in the 1990s. Most common methods are
based on supervised learning, using string-matching, syn-
tactic, grammatical or semantic features on those mentions.
Observing the course of development in this field, a trend be-
comes visible that starts with local features [1, 16] and goes
on towards more global models [14, 22]. The next logical
step would be to go beyond global features, i.e. incorporat-
ing pieces of information that are not in the document, but
can help to solve this task. This includes semantic related-
ness features extracted from knowledge bases like WordNet,
Wikipedia or YAGO that already have proven to be valuable
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additions [20, 23]. Additionally, there have been approaches
to solve subtasks in information extraction like coreference
resolution and named entity linking in a joint fashion rather
than separately [13, 9]. An elaborated error analysis of the
state-of-the-art Stanford CoreNLP system has shown that
41.7% of errors can be attributed to the lack of background
knowledge of the system [12]. Another motivation behind
this shift can be found in the increased interest in informa-
tion extraction and analysis in the recent years. Besides Big
Data, another keyword that kept appearing in the recent
years is the one of the semantic web [3]. The goal of the
semantic web is to increase the exchangeability of data as
well as its usability. Web documents should be tagged with
additional information that set a context for this document
creating a machine-readable knowledge-graph that contains
information about persons, organisations, places or events
mentioned in the text as well as their connections to other
entities. Without proper background knowledge, it is im-
possible to integrate extracted information correctly into an
existing knowledge base. Taking the outlook on data pro-
duction1 into consideration as well as the fact that only 4
million out of 175 million active domains [7] use the seman-
tic markup on their websites2, it seems a good idea to work
on increasing the quality of coreference resolution systems
as these play a crucial role in solving problems currently en-
countered in Big Data analysis and fulfilling the dream of
the semantic web.

2. RELATED WORK
Tools for visualising coreference annotation data can

roughly be divided into two groups. The first group of tools
focuses on the annotation itself with the aim of creating
data that can be used as training input for NLP algorithms
like coreference resolution. Most popular along these are
MMAX2 [17], PAlinkA [19] and BRAT [25]. However, those
are mainly text-based with only a very limited capacity of
visualising data besides a few visual cues like highlighting
mention groups or showing links between mentions. Another
way of visualising coreference data was introduced by the
TrEd annotator using trees to visualise coreference as well
as other tree based annotations [8]. The SUCRE project
in contrast utilised self organising maps to visualise coref-
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erence features [4]. Additionally, human annotators should
be provided with suggestions for possible coreferences in a
semi-supervised fashion to speed up the annotation process.

Exploring already annotated data can be done with those
tools, but due to their intended purpose, they lack important
features that are needed for error analysis. Crucial would
be the capability of comparing a data set against a gold
standard annotation.

Tools that focus on the NLP developer, on the other hand,
are quite rare. A widely used tool kit for error analysis
in coreference systems is that of Kummerfeld & Klein [11].
Their approach utilised transformation operations to auto-
matically categorise errors in the output of coreference sys-
tems, but also lacks any functionality to visualise their re-
sults. Kuhn et al.[10] presented the ICARUS Coreference
Explorer (ICE), a framework specially designed to provide
tools for visualisation, search and error analysis for coref-
erence annotations. Besides a tree view similar to TrEd,
it utilised the entity grid [2], a tabular view of entities in a
document to give both a summed up view of mentioned enti-
ties as well as show changes of entity descriptions throughout
the document. ICE however, is focused on the links between
pairs of links, neglecting global features on groups of men-
tions and features beyond that. Complementing those is the
tool from Martschat et al. [15], which provides a text-based
visualisation similar to BRAT. Although the functionality
to add world knowledge is mentioned, the system is not yet
suitable to handle analysis on the output of cross-document
coreference resolution or entity linking systems. To solve
those problems we present CORVIDAE a tool for the anal-
ysis and development of coreference resolution systems that
incorporate world knowledge.

3. CORVIDAE
CORVIDAE is a web-based application. The backend is

written in Scala3, built upon the the Play web application
framework4. HTML5 and JavaScript built the basis for the
frontend, which uses the BRAT library 5 as well as the D3.js
JavaScript library6 for interactive visualisations.

As it is a tool intended for the error analysis in coreference
resolution systems, we had to choose one such a system as a
starting point. Our choice fell on the the Stanford CoreNLP
system respectively its extensions that incorporate named
entity linking [21, 13, 9]. The coreference resolution sys-
tem uses a multi-pass sieve that extracts features tier-wise
with decreasing level of precision in a hierarchical fashion.
Stronger features are applied with a higher precedence than
weaker features, each tier building upon results from previ-
ous ones. Due to the systems architecture, it is easy to grab
intermediate results for a detailed analysis, which makes it
an ideal starting point for our analysis tool. CORVIDAE
however, can also be extended to interact with other coref-
erence systems.

3.1 Workflow
CORVIDAE takes preprocessed text documents as an in-

put. On the one hand, those get annotated by humans to
produce gold standard results. The same text documents
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Figure 1: The workflow of the system.

are also automatically processed by a CR system, e.g. the
aforementioned Stanford CoreNLP system with NEL exten-
sions [21, 13, 9]. In an initial step, the user is presented
with an overview of the CR systems performance, while ad-
ditionally pointing out different types of errors the system
has produced7. Following this step the user can then use
CORVIDAEs different visualisation modes for a variety of
tasks. The modes can be used in both a consecutive as well
as a parallel manner to provide further insights and eventu-
ally lead to the elimination of the sources of errors.

A typical use case would be to focus on a certain type of
error produced by the system, which works for both the CR
as well as NEL part. Depending on which part has been
chosen by the user we can for example use either a mention
centred or entity centred visualisation to analyse one (or sev-
eral) documents thoroughly in order to gain insights on what
caused the error. Those insights will help to modify existing
parameters of our initial system or develop completely new
ones. Afterwards, the system has to be run again to com-
pare the new performance against the old one. This step
can be repeated as often as necessary.

In the following subsection we will have a closer look at
the different visualisation modes the CORVIDAE frame-
work has to offer.

3.2 Visualisations
Besides the text-based visualisation provided by the BRAT

library, CORVIDAE offers a few other view modes on coref-
erence annotation data. In the following subsections we
present a few of CORVIDAEs visualisation modes that focus
on different parts of the error analysis. All of these visualisa-
tion modes are types of circular layouts, a compact drawing
style for information visualisation that is especially popular
in the area of bioinformatics.

3.2.1 Radial Network Diagram
Figure 2 depicts an example of a radial network diagram.

Shown on the outer rim are the found mentions within a

7For more details on the different error types produced, have
a look at the analysis section of [21, 13, 9]



Figure 2: A radial network diagram, showing links
between different mentions within a text. Links are
colour-coded according to cluster membership.

document, currently in the order of appearance within the
document. Entity clusters are depicted by colour coding.
Arcs connecting two mentions indicate a coreference between
them. The mentions can also be sorted and split into their
corresponding entity clusters for further inspection of the in-
dividual mentions. As mentioned before the D3.js library al-
lows for interactivity, henceforth the visualisations allow for
highlighting via hovering or filtering via queries, as well as
displaying additional information like the linked real world
entity when selecting an entity cluster.

In order to compare two annotation results, the computed
diagrams can be overlayed for an easy spotting of differences
and therefore potential errors.

3.2.2 Radial Directed Graph Diagram
The radial directed graph diagram has been incorporated

in two different modes.
Mention centred: This mode allows for the visualisa-

tion of tree based coreference annotations similar to the ones
found in TrEd or ICE, but instead of a triangular layout we
are using a radial one, which allows for a much more com-
pact and cleaner representation. Originating from the inner
document root, nodes in the tree correspond to mentions in
the text, whereas links indicate coreference between those.
Each branch from the root node corresponds to a cluster
representing an entity. Figure 3 shows the same annotation
result as figure 2, this time using a radial tree layout.

Entity centred: The second mode is concerned with the
visualisation of semantic background knowledge. It can vi-
sualise information extracted from the documents itself, but
is not solely restricted to it. Named entity linking usually
uses a knowledge base that serves as an anchor. These can
be exploited to provide additional context for the NLP de-
veloper, as well as to evaluate and compare extracted infor-
mation against the knowledge base. The colour of the links
indicates that no (orange), supporting (green) or contradict-

Figure 3: A radial directed graph diagram, show-
ing a tree based coreference annotation. Nodes are
colour-coded according to cluster membership.

Figure 4: A radial directed graph diagram, show-
ing entities found within a document. Additional
links and entities have been provided by querying a
knowledge base.



ing (red) information has been found in the knowledge base.
For example, if a was-born-in relation between entity a and
entity b is mentioned within a sentence and this fact can be
found in our database the link would be green, if no rela-
tion can be found the link would be orange and red in case
contradicting information has been found. The size of the
dots corresponds to the number of in and outgoing edges.
An example showing this can be found in figure 4.

The same overlay technique as mentioned in section 3.2.1
can also be used on this type of visualisation. Mention cen-
tred this view allows to compare different sets of annotations
for one document, whereas the entity centred view can be
used to check results of one cross-document coreference res-
olution system over two documents.

3.2.3 Radial Sequence Diagram

Figure 5: A radial sequence diagram, comparing the
annotation (found mentions, colour-coded according
to cluster membership) from a CR system (inner
sequence) against a gold standard annotation (outer
sequence).

Originally used to compare genome sequences, we utilise
this technique to quickly compare different annotation re-
sults. In a first step, the user is prompted to specify a fea-
ture he wants to analyse. A simple example would be cluster
membership, but ultimately any part of the annotation data
we have access to can be used. Afterwards, this feature is
encoded into a colour sequence. Figure 5 shows a simple
comparison between the result of a CR system and a gold
standard annotation. Due to its compact design, this view
mode allows not only to compare two annotation results to
one another but even multiple ones.

This view mode, besides being the most versatile one, is
the key feature of CORVIDAE. We can use it to:

• compare different configurations for a single corefer-
ence system or results from different systems on a sin-
gle document,

• analyse the propagation of errors in the multi-sieve
model level wise,

• compare different documents to find out if they get
linked to the same entities.

These are just a few examples how CORVIDAE can support
the NLP developer to debug their system.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented CORVIDAE a tool designed

for NLP developers for the visual error analysis of cross-
document coreference systems. Besides a text-based display
mode, this tool offers a variety of circular visualisations to
display coreference annotation data, which will help to anal-
yse and debug cross-document coreference resolution algo-
rithms. In its current state CORVIDAE supports three dif-
ferent circular visualisations, namely:

• radial network diagrams,

• radial directed graph diagrams,

• radial sequence diagrams.

Each is intended to support the NLP developer in tracking
down, isolating and locating errors caused by the CR system.
All of these visualisations are interactive and highly cus-
tomizable, making it easy for the user to adapt the system
to his needs. As a starting point for our analysis, we choose
the state-of-the-art CoreNLP CR system, but CORVIDAE
can easily be extended to support other systems as well.

CORVIDAE is a work in progress and still under devel-
opment. For more information you can visit the projects
website8, where you can find more details on the systems
architecture and intended workflow, as well as information
concerning the different visualisation modes and usage ex-
amples. An online demonstration of the system is expected
to be added soon.

Future works include a thorough evaluation of CORVI-
DAE in cooperation with NLP Experts to validate the sys-
tems benefits. Eventually, those results will flow back into
the development of analysis routines, that can be used as
a template for certain types of errors as well as additional
modes of visualisation, in the case of lacking functionality
or missing practicality of existing ones.
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